The Boy Who Saved Baseball*
YA Ritter, John H.
The fate of a small California town rests on
the outcome of one baseball game, and Tom
Gallagher hopes to lead his team to victory
with the secrets of the now disgraced player,
Dante Del Gato.
Grades 5-8
My 13th Season
JF Roberts, Kristi
Already downhearted due to the loss of her
mother and her father's overwhelming grief,
thirteen-year-old Fran decides to give up her
dream of becoming the first female in
professional baseball after a coach attacks
her just for being a girl.
Grades 5-8
Safe at Home
JF Robinson, Sharon
After the death of his father, Elijah Breeze, a
10-year-old African American boy, moves
back to New York City with his mother and
attends a summer baseball camp as he tries
to make new friends and adapt to urban
ways.
Grades 4-7
Quidditch Through the Ages
JF Rowling, J.K.
Textbook from the Hogwarts Library which
Harry Potter uses in his studies. Grades 4-8
Maniac Magee : A Novel
JF Spinelli, Jerry
After his parents die, Jeffrey Lionel Magee's
life becomes legendary, as he accomplishes
athletic and other feats which awe his
contemporaries.
Grades 6-9
There's a Girl in My Hammerlock : A
Novel
JF Spinelli, Jerry
13-year-old Maisie joins her school's
formerly all-male wrestling team and tries to
last through the season, despite opposition
from other students, her best friend, and her
own teammates.
Grades 5-8
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Bill Pennant, Babe Ruth, and Me
JF Tocher, Timothy
In 1920, 16-year-old Hank finds his loyalties
divided when he is assigned to care for the
Giants' mascot, a wildcat named Bill
Pennant, as well as keep an eye on Babe
Ruth in Ruth's first season with the New
York Yankees.
Grades 5-9
Frog Face and the Three Boys*
JF Trembath, Don
Principal "Frog Face" Duncan enrolls three
boys with behavior problems--overweight,
smart-mouthed Charlie Cairns, angry Sidney Martin, and shy Jeffrey Stewart--in his
son Willie's karate class.
Grades 3-6
Technical Foul**
JF Wallace, Rich
Jared, a high-scoring member of the Hudson
City Middle School basketball team, gets
angry when the point guard accuses him of
being responsible for their string of losses,
but finally realizes they can win only if he
becomes a team player.
Grades 4-6
Mia*
JF Yep, Laurence
Mia grew up playing ice hockey with her
brothers, but now wants to see if she has
what it takes to compete as a figure skater.
Grades 2-5
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Go Long!**
JF Barber, Tiki
When Coach Spangler leaves at the start of
their 2nd year of junior high school, 13-yearold twins Tiki and Ronde wonder if his
replacement can coach the Eagles to another
winning football season.
Grades 4-8

The Team That Couldn’t Lose**
JF Christopher, Matt
A young, inexperienced football team
discovers its beginner's luck is due to a series
of mysterious but successful plays
anonymously sent to the coach. Grades 3-5

Basketball (or Something Like It)
JF Baskin, Nora Raleigh
Hank, Nathan, Jeremy, and Anabel deal with
the realities of middle school basketball,
including family pressure, a series of
coaches with very different personalities and
agendas, and what it means to be a team-and a friend.
Grades 5-8

Extreme Danger
JF Dixon, Franklin
Frank and Joe travel to Philadelphia where
they intend to prevent an attack on an
extreme sports contest called the Big Air
Games.
Grades 3-5

Tangerine
JF Bloor, Edward
12-year-old Paul, who lives in the shadow of
his football hero brother Erik, fights for the
right to play soccer despite his near
blindness and slowly begins to remember the
incident that damaged his eyesight.
Grades 6-8
Zip*
JF Brooks, Bruce
10-year-old Zip struggles to deal with his
best friend's defection to a rival hockey
team, a move that will test their friendship
and leave them face to face on opposite sides
in a close game.
Grades 4-6
Lay-ups and Long Shots: An Anthology of
Short Stories
JF LAY-UPS
Presents a collection of sports stories by such
authors as Lynea Bowdish, David Lubar, and
Max Elliot Anderson.
Grades 5-8
Snowboarding on Monster Mountain
JF Bunting, Eve
Callie tries to hide her extreme fear of
heights on a snowboarding trip to Mammoth
Mountain with best friend Jen, who Callie
fears may prefer the friendship of new girl
and skilled snowboarder Izzy. Grades 4-6

The Gollywhopper Games*
JF Feldman, Judy
12-year-old Gil Goodson competes against
thousands of other children at extraordinary
puzzles, stunts, and more in hopes of a fresh
start for his family, which has been
ostracized since his father was falsely
accused of embezzling from Golly Toy and
Game Company.
Grades 4-8
Honus and Me*
JF Gutman, Dan
Joey, who loves baseball but is not very
good at it, finds a valuable 1909 Honus
Wagner card and travels back in time to
meet Honus.
Grades 4-6
Basketball Bats*
JF Hicks, Betty
Henry and his basketball teammates, the
Bats, take on the Tigers, and Henry learns a
lesson about working as a team. Grades 2-4
The Worst Gymnast (Go Girl)
JF PBK G (Thalia Kalkipsakis)
After a terrible gymnastics class, Gemma
wonders if her time on the gymnastics team
is coming to an end, especially since her
coach is not happy with her.
Grades 1-3

Double Twist
JF King, Donna
When Laura Lee's partner, Patrick, has a
training accident that takes him out of the
Junior Pair skating championship, Laura
wonders if Scott can turn out to be the
perfect partner in just two weeks.
Grades 4-7
On Your Mark, Get Set, Laugh!
JF Krulik, Nancy
When fourth-grade Katie turns into her
unfair track coach, she gives all the members
of the team a chance to compete, including
the slowest runner in her class. Grades 3-5
Travel Team**
JF Lupica, Mike
After he is cut from his travel basketball
team, 12-year-old Danny Walker forms his
own team of cast-offs that might have a shot
at victory.
Grades 5-8
Free Throw**
JF Maddox, Jake
When Derek is picked to play center, he
makes some enemies on his team.
Grades 4-8
Sugar and Ice
JF Messner, Kate
When Russian skating coach Andrei
Groshev offers 12-year-old farm girl Claire a
scholarship to train with the elite in Lake
Placid, she encounters a world of mean girls
on ice, where competition is everything.
Grades 5-7
Mack McGinn’s Big Win
JF Paratore, Coleen
Whether the prize is a soccer trophy or the
esteem of Danville's elite, the McGinn
family believes in winning, but while
striving to prove he can be best at something,
6th-grader Mack inadvertently demonstrates
to his parents and older brother what really
matters most.
Grades 4-7

